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Lectures 11

Particle Detectors
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11.0 Overview
11.1 Detectors

For photons only
Photomultiplier and APD

For charged particles and photons
Scintillators
Gas-counters
Semi-conductors (GeLi, Si)

11.2 Example analysis of γ-spectrum

End of Lecture 11)

11.3 Notes on radiation units
11.4 Notes on silicon detectors
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PMT

11.1 Detectors
(for photons only, PMT)

Photomultiplier:
primary electrons liberated by photon from photo-cathode (low work 
function, high photo-effect crossection, metal)
visible photons have sufficiently large photo-effect cross-section
acceleration of electron in electric field 100 – 200 eV per stage
create secondary electrons upon impact onto dynode surface (low 
work function metal) multiplication factor 3 to 5
6 to 14 such stages give total gain of  104 to 107

fast amplification times (few ns) good for triggers or veto’s
signal on last dynode proportional to #photons impacting

can have large 
area photo-
cathode with 
smaller 
accelleration tube 

large area 
applications
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The SNOW PMT array
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11.1 Detectors
(for photons only, APD)

APD (Avalanche Photo Diode)
solid state alternative to PMT for photons up to λ<1600nm
strongly reverse biased (30-70V) photo diode gives “limited” avalanche 
when hit by photon
Avalanche in APD:

electrons and holes accelerated by high E-filed inside photo diode
in one mean free path electrons gain enough energy to generate another 
electron hole pair in their next collision
Multiplication of electrons (and holes) every time an electron collides 
Dynode separation in PMT corresponds to mean free path in APD

advantages over PMT’s (very much smaller, relatively low voltage, 
cheap)
often gets used for amplification of light delivered via fibres because 
this suits their small area
multiple diodes in one chip for imaging applications
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11.1 Detectors
(for electromagnetically interacting particles, scintillators)

Scintillators
Particle (charged or γ) excites atom through ionisation or 
photo-effect or Compton scattering
Observe photon from de-excitation of atomic electron 
using eye or PMT or APD
Takes aprox. 10 * more energy to produce a scintillation 
photon then one electron-ion pair in the same material 
because there are many other ways of loosing energy. 
Typical 1 photon per 100eV of dE/dx
Very old style: Zinc sulphite screens viewed by eye 
(Rutherford)
Scintillators today on the front of every CRT TV-tube.
Problem: normally materials re-absorb their own 
scintillation light
Two solutions to this problem exists
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11.1 Detectors
(for electromagnetically interacting particles, organic scintillators)

Solution 1: Organic scintillators
Naphtalene, anthracene are organic molecules, low density (ρ≈1.3)
excitation non-radiating de-excitation to first excited state 
scintillating transition to one of many vibrational sub-states of the 
ground state (direct transition to ground state is forbidden)
low crossection to re-absorbing this photon unless molecule already in 
this particular vibrational state
often used together with wavelength shifters to further reduce re-
absorption and attenuation in light guides 
Wavelength shifter: low concentration of absorber which absorbs one 
high Ein γ and emit 2 or more low Eout γ in cascade decay which can not 
be re-absorbed by bulk of scintillator
Organic scintillators give fast scintillation light, de-excitation time O(10-
8 s)
Organic scintillators are cheap large area panels
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11.1 Detectors
(for electromagnetically interacting particles, organic scintillators)

C = scintillator panel  D = light guide  E = photo multiplier
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11.1 Detectors
(for electromagnetically interacting particles, anorganic scintillators)

Solution 2: Anorganic scintillators
NaI activated (doped) with Thallium, semi-conductor, high density: 
ρ(NaI=3.6), ρ(PbWO4)=8.3 high stopping power
Dopant atom creates energy level (luminescence centre) in band-gap 
of the semi-conductor
Electron excited by passing particle into conduction band can fall into 
luminescence level (non radiative, phonon emission)
Note: electron must live long enough (no recombine with holes) to 
reach luminescence centre
From luminescence level falls back into valence band under photon 
emission
this photon can only be re-absorbed by another dopant atom 
crystal remains transparent to the scintillation light
High density of anorganic crystals good for totally absorbing 
calorimetry even at very high particle energies (many 100 GeV)
de-excitation time O(10-6 s) slower then organic scintillators
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11.1 Detectors
(for electromagnetically interacting particles, anorganic scintillators)

PbWO4 crystals

PbWO4 calorimeter 
section of the CMS 

experiment in 
testbeam at CERN
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11.1 Detectors
(for electromagnetically interacting particles, gas counter classification, 

see Burcham & Jobes, p.36-39)

Gas Counters:
6 MeV α particle stopped in gas gives typically 2*105 ion pairs 
(30eV/ion pair) = 3.2*10-14 C negative charge
Release into C=10 pF 3.2 mV >> Vnoise(typ. ampl.)
detectable!
Amount of collected charge depends on collection voltage

low voltage Ionisation chamber, collect only 
primary ionisation
medium voltage proportional counter
avalanche (secondary collision ionisation) 
signal is proportional to primary ionisation
high voltage Geiger counter each particle 
produces the same amount of charge in an 
unlimited avalanche
too high voltage continuous spark 
(breakdown) 

Ep(Ar)≈106V/m

gas filled
gap
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Obsolete

11.1 Detectors
(for electromagnetically interacting particles, ionisation chambers)

Ionisation Chambers
Used for single particle and flux measurements
Can be used to measure particle energy up to few MeV. At higher 
energies it won’t be stopped in the gas.
Measure energy with accuracy of 0.5% (mediocre), limited due to 
fluctuations of energy loss
In the gas electrons are more mobile then ions detect electrons 
earlier then ions. Collection time = O(µs)
Slow recovery from ion drift 
replaced by solid state detectors 
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11.1 Detectors
(for electromagnetically interacting particles, proportional chambers)

Use small wire as positive electrode (anode)
E=V/[r*ln(b/a)] high field close to wire 
local avalanche near wire
most electrons released close to wire
short average drift distance
fast signal rise time O(ns)
Use avalanche amplification to measure 
small ionisation
Problem: UV-photons from recombination 
spread through volume catch them on 
large organic molecules (quencher) 
quenchers vibrationally de-excite 
Many such detectors (MWPC) used as 
large-area position sensitive device
Can add drift time measurement to 
increase position resolution Drift 
chamber
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11.1 Detectors
(for electromagnetically interacting particles, proportional (drift) chambers)

the BaBar drift 
chamber at SLAC
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11.1 Detectors
(for electromagnetically interacting particles, Geiger counters)

Geiger counters
Construction nearly same as proportional counter
Operate with Vg<V<Vdischarge

UV photons spread avalance across complete counter 
volume same signal for all particles = “Click”
Detection here means counting of particles
Long recovery time limits counting rage O(100Hz)
Not much used for nuclear physics 
Some use in radiation protection where you only want to 
know whether or not there is radiation of any sort
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Semi
Conductor

Energy

Main problems:
need very low conductivity (high purity=intrinsic) 
to see current pulses above dark current

11.1 Detectors
(for electromagnetically interacting particles, semi conductor detectors)

Semi conductor detectors
Move electrons from valence to conduction band via collision with 
particle electron-hole pair
Band gaps O(eV) Energy per electron-hole pair = typical 3-4 eV

1 MeV lost by particle 3*105 pairs only 0.2% statistical 
fluctuation according to √n excellent energy resolution
Lowest band gap for Ge = 0.64 eV per pair
Ge detectors have highest energy resolution (few keV)

Efermi

band
gap
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11.2 Example Spectrum 
(set-up-I, scintillator)

Scintillator makes number of visible photons proportional to 
energy lost by γ-ray
Light guide collects them to PMT photo cathode
PMT makes electron pulse for each photon
Counter counts pulses
Number of pulses in short time window is proportional to γ-
ray Energy

Scintillator

HV≈O(1000V)

radioactive
γ-source AmpLight guide PMT

fast 
counter
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11.2 Example Spectrum
(set-up-II, Germanium detector)

Ge-Li detector generates electron hole pairs proportional to 
energy lost by γ-ray and acts as a source of current pulses
One pulse per γ-ray
Amplifier measures integrated charge of the pulse which is 
proportional to energy of γ-ray

Ge-Li detector
at 80K

Ubias≈80V
radioactive
γ-source

Clarge

E
Amp

γ

electron hole pair
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11.2 Example Spectrum
(Energetics of the γ-source)

Source contains 24
11Na, ρ(Na)≈1 g/cm3

β-decay of 24
11Na goes to excited state of 24

11Mg
Ekin(β)=1.391MeV and the β is stuck in the source because according to 
BBF electron will loose O(10 MeV/cm) and thus only has a range of 
O(1mm)
Daughter nucleus 24

11Mg decays in two steps via γ-decay
Gamma rays escape from source and are observed by the two different 
detectors

∆Eγ1= 4.122-1.368 MeV
= 2.754 MeV

∆Eγ2=1.368 MeV
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11.2 Example Spectrum
(noise comparison) scintillator

Ge-Li 
detector 

γ-ray Spectra from the two 
detectors
Scintillator:

approx. 100eV/scintillation 
photon
O(10%) of photons reach photo 
detector
O(10%) quantum efficiency of 
photo detector
27000 photons for Eγ1=2.754MeV
270 reach detector
√270≈16.4 ↔ 6% of Eγ1
consistent with poorly resolved 
peak width of 7%

Ge-Li detector
0.64 eV per e-hole pair
4.3*106 pairs for Eγ1=2.754MeV
O(10%) of pairs make it across 
large detector to the electrodes
√4.3*105≈656 ↔ 0.1% of Eγ1
consistent with observed peak 
width of 0.14%

200
keV

Charge per pulse in arbitrary units  

Counts per time interval in arbitrary units  
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11.2 Example Spectrum
(identifying peaks)

Assumption: Top energy peak 
corresponds to highest energy 
g-ray at Eγ1=2.754 MeV

low E peak

single escape peak

top peak

From relative scale of energy 
axis we find that lowest energy 
peak (not shoulder) 
corresponds to Eγ2=1.368 MeV

double escape peak But what about middle two 
peaks (A,B) and two shoulders 
(C,D)

A=?

B=?
C=?

D=?

Charge per pulse ~ absorbed energy [arbitrary units]  
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Carbon

Lead

11.2 Example Spectrum 
(which reactions can take place)

Which processes can the γ-rays do when it enters the Ge-Li detector?
C has Z=6, Ge has Z=32, Pb has Z=82
Even for Pb PE crossection is below Compton at 2.4 MeV and 1.4 MeV no PE
At 2.4 MeV PP crossection might contribute a little bit but not at 1.4 MeV
Possible reactions are Compton scattering at both γ-energies and pair production 
only at Eγ=2.4 MeV

2.4 MeV 2.4 MeV

1.4 MeV

1.4 MeV
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11.2 Example Spectrum
(pair production)

Pair production:
γ-rays produces e+ and e- with kinetic energies of 
Ekin(e+-)= ½ (Eγ-2mec2-Erecoil)

for Eγ1=2.745MeV Ekin=0.866MeV
for Eγ1=1.368MeV Ekin=0.173MeV

At these low energies electrons and positrons will 
be stopped via dE/dx in O(0.1 mm)
But: the positron will annihilate with an electron 
from the material and produce two γ-rays each of 
Eγ_anihilation=mec2=0.511 keV which have some 
change of escaping from the detector
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11.2 Example Spectrum 
(identifying more peaks)

Observation: peaks B and A are 
511 and 1022 keV below the 
top peak

low E peak

single escape peak

top peak

double escape peak

A=?

B=?

Charge per pulse in arbitrary units  

B corresponds to cases in 
which one anihilation photon 
escapes

A corresponds to cases in 
which two anihilation photon 
escape

511 keV511 keV
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11.2 Example Spectrum 
(Compton scattering)

Compton Scattering:
what if the g-ray only did one Compton scatter and then 
left the detector?
The resultant free electron would most certainly leave all 
its kinetic energy via ionisation losses
compute the maximum energy that the γ could transfer to 
an electron (homework set 4):

2

max 2

2
2e

E
E

m c E
γ

γ

∆ =
+

in our case this works out to be:
∆Emax(γ1)=2.520 MeV and ∆Emax(γ2)=1.153 MeV
∆E distribution peaks towards ∆Emax
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11.2 Example Spectrum 
(identifying even more peaks)

D lies at ED=2.52 MeV and is 
thus the Compton peak 
produced by γ1 with the 
scattered photon escaping 
detection

low E peak

single escape peak

top peak

double escape peak

Charge per pulse in arbitrary units  

C lies at EC = 1.153 MeV and is 
thus the Compton peak for γ2

C=?

D=?

∆Emax(γ1)=2.520 MeV
∆Emax(γ2)=
1.153 MeV

Both peaks are rounded 
because electrons are not 
exactly free but slightly bound
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End of Lecture
Notes to follow:

Radiation Units (on syllabus)
Silicon detectors (beyond syllabus)
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11.3 Radiation Units
Activity of a source

Becquerel (Bq) is the number of disintegrations per second. 
1Bq=2.7*1011 Curie (Ci)
radiation levels sometimes quoted in Bq m-3. 

Absorbed Dose
1 Gray (Gy) = 1 joule of deposited energy per kg of irradiated mass
1 Gy = 100 rad = 6.24 * 1012 MeV/kg. 

Equivalent Dose for biological damage
1 Sievert (Sv) = absorbed dose equivalent in damage to 1 Gy of x-rays, β or γ.
per unit energy deposited: 
some particles have larger dE/dx then β or γ & strong interactions localised
damage more long term biological risk higher weight wR then β or γ
See mext slide for differrent weights
1 Sv = 100 rem (Roentgen equivalent for man) 

Examples of Sv
Lethal whole-body dose 2.5-3.0 Sv death in 30 days without treatment
Limit for radiation workers: 15 mSv yr-1 (UK) or 50 mSv yr-1 (US)
Chest x-ray 0.04 mSv
CT scan 8 mSv
Average UK whole body dose rate 2.6 mSv yr-1 (world from 0.4 – 4 mSv yr-1)
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11.3 Radiation Units
Average breakdown of 2.6 mSv yr-1

taken from NRPB report (1995).       
Internally released = (40K, 14C) 

natural 
radon
50%secondar

y cosmic 
rays
10%

medical 
scans
14%

internal
11%

other
1%

natural 
gammas
14%

Weigth expresses risk from low 
levels of chronic exposure       
Main consequences in risk 
evaluation are cancer and leukemia

Cosmic flux at sea level:
Φcosmic≈ 1 min-1 cm-2 sr-1
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11.3 Radiation Units (UK as example)

The “other” slice on previous page contains for 
example fall-out from 

Nuclear weapons testing
Chernobyl 

av
g.

 a
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e 

[µ
Sv

]

nuclear testing

Chernobyl
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Notes on Semi Conductor 
detectors

beyond syllabus
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11.2 Detectors 
Silicon as an example semi-conductor

Can not get intrinsic silicon easily (impurities)
But: Can make “intrinsic” region via p-n-junction
diffuse donor (n) or acceptor (p) atoms into crystal 

(for electromagnetically interacting particles, 
p-n junction semi conductor detectors)
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11.2 Detectors
(for electromagnetically interacting particles, p-n junction semi conductor detectors)

A p-n junction
mobile electrons and holes “anihilate”
“depleted” space charge region free of charge carriers small Ileak
Vbi naturally occurs and stops growth of intrinsic region Vbi∼0.5 V typical
Vbi is dropped only in depletion region and produces E
Fermi levels equalise 
extern. Vbias grows depletion region: d∼√Vbias≤ 2mm typical

+ -

Vbi

d

Vbias
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11.2 Detectors
(for electromagnetically interacting particles, p-n junction semi conductor detectors)

p-n junction detectors
Main application in position sensitive silicon 
detectors
Large area applications in high energy physics up 
100’s of m2

Many ways to pattern the silicon wavers using 
semi conductor industry processes
Very dynamic field of research with large number 
of new developments today


